Fields rated

1. Variant description (+language)
2. Brand
3. Sub brand
4. Net content (+unit of measure)
5. Drained weight (+unit of measure)
6. Certification value
7. Regulated product name (+language)
8. Contact
9. Address
10. Contact Type
11. Communication channel
12. Contact information
13. Additional legal product information (+language)
14. Net content statement (+language)
15. Ingredient statement (+language)
16. Allergen type
17. Allergen containment
18. Nutritional preparation
19. Nutrient type
20. Nutrient value precision
21. Nutrient quantity (+unit of measure)
22. Daily nutrient value percentage
23. Daily nutrient value percentage precision
24. Daily intake reference (+language)
25. Nutrient basis (+language)
26. Nutrient basis description (+language)
27. Alcohol percentage
28. Origin declaration (+language)
29. Preparation instruction (+language)
30. Preparation type
31. Usage instruction (+language)
32. Storage instruction (+language)
33. (Other) Third party accreditation symbol on product package
34. Element claim
35. Claim type (element)
36. Indication claim marked on package
37. Dietary regime
38. Indication diet type marked on the package
39. Nutritional program
40. Nutritional score
41. Nutritional program details (+language)
42. Claim description (+language)
43. Recommended dosage (+language)
44. Drug or supplement side effects and warnings (+language)
45. Non food ingredient statement (food supplements) (+language)
46. Availability packshot